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Applied Relevance Releases Epinomy LT  
 
Advanced Information Management Application for Unstructured Big Data 
 
DENVER, CO: Applied Relevance announces the release of Epinomy LT, an abbreviated 
version of their flagship product Epinomy Semantic Server for MarkLogic 7. With a Java 
based version in addition to a MarkLogic 7 version, Epinomy LT is an advanced 
information management application for organizing and retrieving unstructured big data 
using NoSQL database platforms.  Information management tools and platforms are 
increasingly in demand as organizations strive to manage disconnected silos of data. 
Content such as documents, text, emails, and social media require high quality metadata 
in order to provide knowledge workers with access to business critical information. 
Gartner, Inc. (NYSE: IT), the world's leading information technology research and 
advisory company, estimates that organizations will spend $34B on big data information 
technology in 2013 and has also identified semantic technologies as a top infrastructure 
trend in 2013. 

Epinomy functions like an inter-dimensional search engine, retrieving unstructured 
information in much the same way your mind retrieves memories, experiences, and 
accumulated knowledge. Epinomy LT is designed for organizing, tagging and classifying 
unstructured big data content. Its high-performance semantic engine allows organizations 
to build ontologies and auto-tag documents with metadata in an easy, user-friendly 
manner. Epinomy LT also provides faceted navigation giving users the ability to refine 
search results.  Information managers can organize and build information assets in a way 
that allows users to search and find relevant unstructured information quickly and 
efficiently. 

 “Epinomy Semantic Server for MarkLogic 7 addresses structured and unstructured big 
data management by providing information architects with an organized and 
comprehensive approach to linking and tagging information assets such as tables and 
text,” said George Everitt, CEO and founder of Applied Relevance. “The constituents of 
big data are the three Ts: tables, text and triples. Epinomy provides a broad range of users 
with the same responsive, web-like search experience when their data is predominantly 
text.” 

Founded in 2006 as a consulting firm, Applied Relevance is a software company with 
rich heritage in enterprise information management. Its software and services have been 
implemented in more than 200 organizations worldwide. Epinomy is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Applied Relevance. Epinomy is a registered trademark of Applied 
Relevance, LLC. MarkLogic is a registered trademark of MarkLogic Corporation in the 
United States and/or other countries.  For more information, please visit 
www.appliedrelevance.com. 
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